
WRITING THE PERFECT BUSINESS PLAN

Every business needs to have a written business plan. Whether it's to provide direction or attract investors, a business
plan is vital for the.

Include geographic descriptions, target demographics, and company profiles if you're B2B. Instead, look for a
plan that's related to the type of business you're starting. Project your sales for a period of two or three years,
going one month at a time. And, even if you do not ever plan to seek financing or bring in investors, you
absolutely must know your competition. Marketing and promotions must result in customers--your goal is to
thoroughly describe how you will acquire and keep your customers. Your products and services have to stand
out from the competition in some way. Unlike many other projections, the emphasis here is exactly when cash
leaves or enters your possession. Yet, some may also think that pitch decks and clever presentations may he
displaced them. Unit Economics Unit economics is critical as it describes the value of a customer versus the
cost of acquiring said customer. Instead, Ford was competing against other modes of transportationâ€”horses,
bikes, trains, and walking. What do they value? Key assumptions and risks Finally, your business plan should
detail the key assumptions you have made that are important for your businesses success. At a high level, you
will want to describe how your technology works. What market do current competitors target? While you
don't need to hire a private detective, you do need to thoroughly assess your competition on a regular basis
even if you only plan to run a small business. Rememberâ€”short and sweet. Unlike [name omitted], LivePlan
creates a real business plan, with real insightsâ€”not just cookie-cutter, fill-in-the-blank templates. For years
three through five, predict these results on a quarterly and annual basis. These are important decisions that
have a profound impact on a business. What are your initial staffing needs? However, there are often many
obstacles and bumps along the road to the success. Although you'll notice in our Products and Services section
we decided to provide "high-end" rentals. Competitive analysis can be incredibly complicated and
time-consuming You may find two examples of completed cash flow statements here and here.


